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Alpha Beta Balanced Income 
Portfolio

The Portfolio’s investment objective is to achieve a 
combination of moderate income yield and capital 
appreciation by deploying globally focused multi 
asset strategy.

The portfolio will gain this exposure through
collective investment schemes and ETFs where 
required.

Investment Objectives

Snapshot

Base Currency

12 Mo Yield

Ongoing Charge

Management Fee (incl. VAT)

Total Product Cost

United Kingdom, Pounds

3.86%

0.69%

0.24%

0.93%

Benchmark

Benchmark ICE LIBOR 3 Month GBP

Risk

Sharpe
Ratio

Std Dev

Alphabeta Balanced Income

ICE LIBOR 3 Month GBP 0.26 0.03

1.53 4.13

Top 10 Holdings

Portfolio Date: 31/12/2019

Portfolio
Weighting %

Royal London UK Government Bond M Inc

Fidelity MoneyBuilder Income W Inc

Fidelity Global Dividend W Inc

Fidelity Global Enhanced Income W Inc

Franklin UK Equity Income W Inc

M&G Emerging Markets Bond GBP I Inc

Artemis Income I Inc

Royal London Sterl Extra Yld Bd A

Fidelity MoneyBuilder Dividend W INC

Baillie Gifford High Yield Bond B Inc

9.71%

6.83%

5.62%

5.43%

5.14%

5.14%

5.06%

5.02%

4.98%

4.97%

57.90%

Investment Team

Chief Investment Officer

Investment Manager

Shahid Chaudhri

Asim Javed, CFA

Equity Regional Exposure

Portfolio Date: 31/12/2019

%

United Kingdom 48.6

Europe dev 26.0

North America 16.0

Asia emrg 4.1

Japan 1.7

Asia dev 1.1

Latin America 0.9

Africa/Middle East 0.9

Australasia 0.5

Europe emrg 0.2

Asset Allocation

Portfolio Date: 31/12/2019

%

GBP Corporate Bond 21.6

UK Equity Income 20.1

Global Equity-Income 15.7

GBP Government Bond 9.7

Global Emerging Markets Bond 5.1

GBP Flexible Bond 5.0

GBP High Yield Bond 5.0

Europe ex-UK Equity 4.9

Sector Equity Infrastructure 4.9

Property - Direct UK 4.9

Other 3.0

Total 100.0

Disclaimer 

The Model Portfolio Service is not a financial instrument. The portfolio will consist of financial instruments which have a target market consistent with the needs of retail clients. This publication is marketing material. It is 
for information purposes only. This factsheet is for the sole use of the recipient to whom it has been directly delivered by their Financial Adviser and should not be reproduced, copied or made available to others. The 
information presented herein is for illustrative purposes only and does not provide sufficient information on which to make an informed investment decision. This document is not intended and should not be construed 
as an offer, solicitation or recommendation to buy or sell any specific investments or participate in any investment (or other) strategy. It is recommended that potential investors should seek advice concerning the 
suitability of any investment from their Financial Adviser. Potential investors should be aware that past performance is not an indication of future performance and the value of investments and the income derived from 
them may fluctuate and they may not receive back the amount they originally invested. The tax treatment of investments depends on each investor’s individual circumstances and is subject to changes in tax legislation.
The performance of actual portfolios linked to this Model Portfolio may differ from the performance of the Model Portfolio shown herein due to the variation in timing of the initial investment or rebalancing differences 
resulting from minimum transaction size limits on the Investment platform. The information in this factsheet is for private circulation only and though it is believed to be correct it cannot be guaranteed. No 
representation or warranty (express or otherwise) is given as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this factsheet and Alpha Beta Partners (“ABP”) and its partners and employees accept no 
liability for the consequences of your acting upon the information contained herein.
Alpha Beta Partners Limited are an Appointed Representative of Host Capital Limited who are authorised and regulated by Financial Conduct Authority (FCA number 429093).

Please contact :
Andrew Thompson or Geoff Brooks on 0208 059 0253
Alpha Beta Partners
4 Lombard Street, London EC3V 9AA

The final quarter of 2019 saw a strong recovery in equity markets and some small losses in bond markets (rise in yields) at the longer end of the 
yield curve, principally driven by an unexpected renewed bout of monetary policy (effective QE) support from the Fed and investor focus on risk 
assets. 

At the end of Q3, we took some risk off the table, having chalked-up some decent outperformance against our IA Sector benchmarks in the 
past few years, primarily due to the fact that equity market valuations were looking stretched, GDP forecasts were underwhelming and we still 
had to navigate the Brexit vote and the China-US trade deal negotiations. What we underestimated, was the Fed’s resolve to provide liquidity in 
the form of an additional $60bn per month expansion of its balance sheet to principally support the Treasury bill market, which helped propel 
the US equity market to new highs. However, we did the right thing by lowering risk and protecting gains for investors at a time when a 
combination of events and ensuing stock market volatility could have damaged returns markedly.

The Q4 risk-on mood was certainly triggered by the support provided by central banks and loose monetary policy helped increase valuations, 
but investor behaviour played a major part especially where there was no notable increase in EPS data [earnings per share].We intend to use 
any significant market weakness from here as an opportunity to reallocate modestly away from US Equities, which have served us particularly 
well over the past few years but now look relatively richly valued, towards the UK, Europe and Emerging Markets.

Manager's Commentary

Calendar Year Returns

Data Point: Return

3Month 6Month YTD 2019 2018 Since Inception [01-01-2018]

Alphabeta Balanced Income

ICE LIBOR 3 Month GBP 0.19 0.40 0.85 0.85 0.64 1.50

0.88 3.81 13.49 13.49 -3.76 9.22

Investment Growth

Time Period: 01/01/2018 to 31/12/2019
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Source: Morningstar Direct


